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Recent research concerning effective schools cites many adminis¬
trative and teaching concerns. One among these is the emphasis on
tlme-on-task. Unfortunately, this does not always mean a simple
restructuring of the teacher’s time when many children are hyperactive
for a variety of reasons. Due to the problem of hyperactivity facing
some students, effective teaching sometimes becomes a major problem in
many schools. Hyperactivity can take the form of aggressive behavior
and short attention span, especially In the early elementary years.
Studies have been done which address teachers' effectiveness,
student temperament, and teachers' behavior, which Impact on effective
classrooms. Hennessy (1983) studied the relationship between student
temperament and student-teacher interaction. The findings led to his
concluding that a relationship does exist between the Interaction of
the teacher and the temperament of the students. "...[T]eacher
effectiveness and the learning environment is lessened when time Is
devoted to attending to problems and criticizing students.” (1)
Delligattl (1982) found similar results and concluded that teacher
behavior influenced hyperactivity in some students.(2)
At the age of five or six most students begin school by enrolling
in kindergarten. Along with the excitement of "starting school" these
students will be faced with a series of "firsts" in the months and
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years to come.
The beginning students have been allowed to live a free life In
relationship to some expected restrictions. The school environment
begins to place new demands upon its new citizens almost Immediately.
Each year, as students progress in grades, more and more restrictions
are added to expected classroom behavior.
Facing new and or restricted behavior standards, the students are
also facing varying personalities and maturity levels of their
teachers. Hopefully, these teachers have been exposed to a good
educational program which demanded, among other things, a sound
background In child development. It is important for the teachers,
under whom these new citizens are placed, to thoroughly understand the
students. The teachers must be able and also willing to modify the
leairnlng programs they will be using to meet Individual needs and
capacities. Those saune teachers must understand and expect the extra
noise that goes with the excitement of learning. The teachers must be
committed to teaching and have Imagination and Ingenuity to fit their
teaching methods to the diversity of the student population.
The beginning students encounter two new areas in which coping
may be difficult. Adjustments to expected modes of behavior and the
various levels or kinds of authority can exert anxiety for the
students.
According to Wayson and Lasley (1984), "Discipline is the display
of behavior that is socially agreed upon as appropriate in a parti¬
cular situation....The goal of a school discipline program is to teach
students to behave properly without direct supervision..." Even at
this early stage of educational development, the beginning students
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are expected to begin the self-dlsclpllne needed to allow for the
teaching-learning partnership that will need to exist in the
classroom. This partnership is needed by the teachers to provide the
proper directions for learning, and needed by the students to gain the
maximum benefits of the teaching process.(3)
A study done by Thomas and Wilson (1984) surveyed 220 teachers
(K-12) and 897 students (11-18) comparing the attitudes of teachers
and students with regard to behavior, and comparing the reaction of
both groups to scaae common disruptive behavior in the classroom. Some
measures suggested to the two groups were ignore behavior, give verbal
reprimand, expel the guilty students, and suspend the offending stu¬
dents. The survey found that verbal reprimand and corporal punishment
were chosen most often by both groups. The survey results suggested
that students share many of the teachers' beliefs concerning right and
wrong. The results also showed that students suggested similar
disciplinary measures as did teachers.(4)
The behavior of some students affect all within a classroom. To
deal with these problems teachers adopt certain guidelines they feel
will allow for a more effective teaching environment.
Students are also looked upon to assist in the approved conduct
expected in the classrocmi. They are expected to finish assignments,
follow the rules of the class and develop socially acceptable patterns
of living with others during the school day. Problems do exist in
every school with students who do not meet the above-mentioned
requirements. Some students do not complete assignments, nor do they
get along well with other classmates. These concerns become sources
of conflict between the students and the teachers. Teachers look for
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many ways to alter the unending battle they experience each day.
Students may not be capable of following the guidelines of the
teachers because of learning problems, short attention spans, and
other factors which may contribute to aggression. A favorable or
desirable pathway Is needed so that both teachers and students may be
winners. Gardiner (1982) studied group assertiveness, reflecting
behavior, self-esteem and responsibility of handicapped students.
Methods were sought which would prove successful In malntailnlng atten¬
tion to classworic and Improving behavior. The assertiveness training
proved successful for these students. Improving classrocan behavior and
increasing self-responsibility.(5)
There have been other methods used to Improve attention and
behavior In the classroom. The measures have ranged from rewarding
good behavior with M&M candy, stickers, sugar cubes, to special
privileges and the like.
The avenue which may lead to success for both teachers and
students may be the release of built up energy which causes aggression
and also contributes to short attention. The Introduction of an
apparatus Into the classrocxn may be the answer sought. This study
tested whether or not using a piece of equipment to burn up built-up
energy could Improve attention and the behavior of students causing
problems in the learning environment. The apparatus selected was a
Jogging tramp which is small, noiseless, moveable, and requires little
supervision with proper understanding of rules and safety measures to
be observed. If students could exert themselves physically on the
Jogging tramp, it might be possible to increase their attention span
and decrease aggressive behavior.
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.Rggearffh-ftaeatlfine
Two questions guided this study: 1) Will the use of the Jogging
tramp improve the attention span of students toward seatwork, thus
increasing the completion of these assignments? 2) Will the Jogging
tramp allow students to burn up extra energy that would normally be
used in aggressive acts?
Statgwent. 9l ...PurpQgo
The purpose of this study was to determine if providing a
desirable route of physical exertion would improve students'
performance and classroom behavior through Increased attention span
and decreased aggressive behavior. The experiment would be conducted
for three weeks, the remaining weeks of the school year.
Bagio. AgswptiQflg
The researcher assumed that all students would be willing to use
the Jogging tramp. She also assumed that teachers would be willing to
try a new technique to Improve the attention span of students and
lessen aggressive behavior.
The population used in the study were one hundred thirty four
first and second grade students from six classrooms in a primary
school. Three first grade classes with 71 students and three second
grade classes with 63 students were chosen for this study. These were
elementary students in a middle Georgia town. The classes chosen for
this study were experiencing short attention spans and aggressive
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behavior problems. No randomizing was done to extract a sample, l.e.
total class membership of these classes was selected.
Llfflltatlpjas
In this study the focus was upon the nunber of students
exhibiting disruptive behavior and not completing seatwork, but no
attempt was made to associate individual students. Teachers were
simply asked to list the kinds of behavior problems they were
addressing each day, and the number of students linked to each kind.
The following terms were defined as they appeared in this study:
1. Jogging Tramp - the equipment apparatus used in the study. The
word "jogger" may be used instead of "jogging tramp".
2. Aggressive Behavior - physical and/or verbeil mistreatment of
students toward each other. The words "aggression" and
"disruption" may be used instead of "aggressive behavior".
3. Attention Span - the ability to spend an uninterrupted amount of




REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Studies were located that related to behavior and attention,
teaching styles which Impact upon classroom behavior, effective
schools and tlme-on-task, and behavior modification. In reviewing
these studies none were found which Indicated the use of a Jogging
tramp or other apparatus to improve behavior. Some of them discussed
Incentives such as ribbons, stickers, candy and other rewards which
encourage the best performance and behavior of students. The
discussion of these studies will be found under the headings of
teaching styles and behavior, student needs and expectations, dis¬
cipline and disruptions, effective schools and tlme-on-task, and
behavior modification.
Teaching Styles and Behavior
The kind of teaching style a teacher adopts will have a strong
bearing on the manageability of the classro«XD. If the teacher serves
only as a "figure head" In the classrom, promoting self-expression and
exploring, then students experience a sense of Insecurity and non-
direction. There Is an absence of limitations and Inhibitions in this
environment, both of which students need. Another teaching style
which may generate problems or concerns is the domineering control.
The teacher with this style of dealing with students expects strict
adherence to rules and regulations for movements and conversations in
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the classroom and Is very stingy with the amount of learning students
receive. This would be considered an autocratic management system and
the aforonentloned management syston Is defined as laissez-faire.
However, there Is an educational setting In which the students are
allowed to benefit to their maximum potential. This is the democratic
setting where students are given self-dlrectlon as well as the leader¬
ship needed. Here, the teacher Is strong, self-confident, has
knowledge of the students' needs and capacities, and even feels com¬
fortable with the "excited noise" which accompanies learning.
Lewln, Lippitt and White (1939) conducted a study on the effects
of three kinds of authorities. These were authoritarian, democratic,
and laissez-faire. Laissez-faire characterized non-directive leader¬
ship where students were told what to do and then left alone. The
democratic leader worked and listened to the group, discussed overall
plans, made and sought suggestions, and participated actively, yet,
provided leadership when needed. The autocratic style exhibited
direction, domination, and free and firm criticism; was critical of
the individuals; and exhibited an air of aloofness. The findings
revealed that
Better results were obtained under the democratic style of
teaching and students continued to work even when the
teacher left the rocm. In the autocratic environment the
group became indifferent, apathetic and developed aggressive
behavior toward each other. Laissez-faire lost all measures
of control.(6)
Ignatovich (1971) studied seventy-eight Iowa schools and found
similar types of leadership styles in principals. He defined them as
types and reveeiled that
Type One, a "potent" prlncipcil-leader medntained a balance
between "freedom for teachers" and "order for the system",
analogous to the democratic style of management; Type Two, a
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"potent” principal-leader who maximizes "order in the
system” and minimizes "freedom for teachers” and does it by
directives—authoritarian style; and Type Three, less
"potent” principal-leader who allows fflaximum freedom for
teachers and provides relatively little order for the system
and does it by abstention—laiselz-falre.(7)
Similar comparisons were found though case studies done by Miller
and Wooch (1973)* They compared three teachers' styles of classroom
performance and management. Their observations depicted those of
Lewln, Llppltt and White. However, a strong emphasis on the democratic
and laissez-faire styles of management resulted in the most concern in
these findings.(8)
Students in general and especially younger ones are Impressed by
the behavior of adults. The impressions they receive are not, in scxne
instances, considered favorable or desirable. The influence that
teachers have upon their students must be as important as the subject
matter and other activities these students encounter in each
classroom. Peterson and Stelnforth (1984) concluded that
Teachers' behavior have a direct affect upon student
attitude, classrocan behavior and overall achievement. It is
Important that teachers be acutely aware of the power of
their Influence and capitalize upon those behaviors that
produce positive effects.(9)
This says something specifically about those classrocms ex¬
periencing aggressive and disruptive behavior by students. The
administrator and the teacher should take this clue as a "possible"
warning concerning the style of control being used in that classroom.
Student Needs and Expectations
Shaw (1980) conducted a study of students' perception of their
school. Two hundred and four students in seven secondary schools
—three surburban, one rural, two urban, and one private—made up the
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population for the study. One of the questions put to the students was
"What do you do In sohool that makes you feel you have accomplished
scsnethlng?" One out of five students (21]() could think of nothing; 31
percent could think of nothing related to ciu*rlculum; 20 percent cited
sports or extra-curricular activities; and 11 percent gave socializing
with friends. The answers were similar for all schools. More boys
(22$) than girls (16$) said that nothing In school gave them a sense
of accomplishment. Among the conclusions were:
Students need to feel successful, students should see
teachers as those who listen and those who care what
students do....accommodate students' Interests, assign and
collect homework regularly....[E]mphasizlng [the] Importance
of classrocm activities....helped feelings of
accomplishment.(10)
Dlener (1966) studied needs, values and attitudes. His study
Involved negro and white female elementary students. Ekaphasis was
placed on measurements of those needs, values, and attitudes among
children in the classroom setting. Some of the findings in the study
Indicated that
Measured needs for affiliation and change are character¬
istically high for white students while need for aggression
Is high for negro students....Mean scale scores for author¬
itarian control and hosltillty-rejectlon, related to
parental attitude were higher for negro than for white
subjects.... Socially accepted motives for teaching, for
white subjects, bear a negative relationship to the desire
to break the child's will, suppress his aggression, minimize
parent- child communication, dominate the child, Intrude In
the child's private world, and exercise authoritarian
control.(11)
The findings in this study suggested a possible reason-
authoritarian control, unmet needs and different values—for
disruption in some classrooms. It is also evident by these studies
that students have other needs that may be lacking fulfillment, thus
leading to disruptive behavior.
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Atteatlop. ^Pan.. .Self-DlsclPllne and Disruption
Welsse (1966) studied teacher effectiveness and pupil attention
and found that the next to the last period of the day yielded signi¬
ficantly lower pupil attention than periods early In the school day or
Immediately after lunch "...that teachers with high pupil attention
used more resources In olassrocma presentations than teachers with low
pupil attentlon."(12)
Boonln (1979) suggested that trends toward open classrooms, team
teaching, learning centers, and moveable furniture have made the at¬
mosphere of the classroom different~thus affecting discipline. He
stated that
these changes in the physical environment had no room for
the teacher who expected students to remain still and quiet,
and that students should be taught to function within
clearly defined limits and thus learn self-disclpllne.(13)
Stoops and King-Stoops (1981) In addressing positive behavior
stated: "Expect good behavior from students and they will live up to
your expectations. Plan and motivate meaningful lessons, show
personal enthusiasm for the lessons' activities, and prevent negative
behavior by continuous emphasis upon positive achievement." They also
emphasized student self-dlsclpllne early In the new school year's
expectations and stressed encouraging students' ability to make
decisions rather than relying solely upon the teacher. They also
caution concerning short attention spans that children normally have
and, therefore, suggest the assignment of alternative activities.(14)
Some of these alternative activities can be and should be
initiated by students. Scanlon (1966) studied factors associated with
a program to encourage self-initiated activities by elementary
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students. His findings suggested that students be allowed to organize
material centers and permit them to explore areas of math that
Interested them. He found that "Self-lnltlatlon had little rela¬
tionship to Intelllgenoe, achievement In school, or sex of students."
Those students experiencing difficulty In learning should be allowed
alternative activities to alleviate possible boredom which, In turn,
develops Into aggressive acts within the classroom setting.(15)
London (1964) studied boredom and thrill-seeking and found "That
thrill-seeking could be conceived as the pursuit of anxiety." Stu¬
dents who experienced boredom In the classroom could very well seek
release by disruptive behavior—thus seeking an excitement that al¬
leviated the anxiety caused by the boredom,(16)
Rivers (1977) described disruptive children as being "Verbally
and pnysically aggressive. [They] interrupt class consistently, talk
out or turn, leave their seats without permission, provoke those
seated close to them, manifest violent tantrums, and frequently cling
to the teacher." His conclusions emphasized that disruptive students
came from families where they experienced rejection, Inconsistent
discipline, and emotional neglect. The mothers of these children were
openly hostile and Immature. (17) He also argued that "the school
setting may be to blame for disruptive students due to the design of
the classrooms, and that disruptive behavior is communicative
behavior," In this latter comment he reminds us that the students in
essence are saying by their disruptive behavior, that their external
actions are but a mirror of their internal turmoil.(18)
Collins (1966) concluded that environmental inconsistencies of
the home and school contribute to students' disruptive behavior. This
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Is in aigreanent with Elvers and allows for an alternative motive for
redefining the classroom guidelines teaohers may define. It would be
a breath of fresh air for both the teacher and student to realize, In
some situations, that they may not be the blame for things going wrong
In the classroom.(19)
Klndsvatter and Levin (1980) In discussing discipline problems
advised teachers to "Analyze In a dispassionate way the causes of
troublesome behavior." Of the possible causes of misbehavior they
list four: " (1) causal or capricious activities by students; (2)
chronic emotional or adjustment problems; (3) students' negative
attitude toward the teacher; and (4) volatlve Intragroup conditions or
Interpersonal relations,"(20)
One often wonders whether or not classroom behavior Is "catching"
since an act tends to Invite others to Join In. Some teaohers would
surely agree that this Is probable with disruptive behavior. It seems
clear that many times the misbehavior of one student Incites others to
act In similar fashion.
Davis (1965) studied Impulslvlty and situational students as
variables In behavior contagion. His theory hypothesized that "The
level of impulslvlty of the individual and the degree of structured¬
ness of the situation led to contagion by a group member to other
members of the group. The individual was more or less able to
initiate the spread of behavior," His findings upheld his hypo¬
thesis. (21) This evidence should encourage teachers and
administrators to deal with acts of disruption quickly and to handle
the offending individual in a positive manner so that negative
Influence Is minimized.
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It must be ranembered that some disruptive behavior may be beyond
the control of the offending students. Luxford (1965) studied be¬
havior changes In children with learning difficulties. He discovered
improvements by changing curriculum and other procedures to address
the problems encountered by these students.(22)
Should the teacher, counselor, or the administrator be considered
the only individuals capable of altering classroom behavior? The
answer would have to be "no". Good classroom management Involves
everyone within that classrocmi. Therefore, according to Salend (1984)
allowing kids to apply the pressure toward good behavior should be
considered. He suggested that "coupons, ribbons, challenges, and
heroes be considered as part of a strategy to solve behavior problems
that emphasize the positive side of peer pressure." However, it is
very important for good structure to be in operation before a teacher
allows kids to take over. Ground rules and other guidelines must be
established and understood by the entire class. The teacher must still
maintain the position of leader and role model within the setting.
Good classroom discipline with absence of disruptive behavior is
everyone’s responsibility. It is most often determined by the
teacher’s abilities, maturity, degree of preparation, emotional
stability, and a caring nature for all of the students. (23)
Effective Schools and Time-Qn-Task
Researchers have frequently studied those factors associated with
schools with high student achievement. All of these studies indicate
that high expectation for students plays a big part in this effec¬
tiveness. This is not to indicate that these schools do not encounter
students with discipline problems and short attention spans.
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Kairweit's (1983) findings concluded that "Students pay attention only
a portion of the time during instruction. "(24) This is to be expected
in any school setting at the elementary level as well as in the upper
grades. Rosenshine's (1980) research on how time is spent in the
classroom provided the implications that "Behavior problems can be
expected when students are not Involved in meaningful activities, that
the waiting after finishing assignments" could Invite misbehavior.(23)
The role of the teacher in the classroom is very important in
relationship to student expectations. It is the responsibility of the
teacher to make sure that rules and expectations are known by
students. This area alone will determine, in many Instances, the
mancLgeablllty of the classroixo on a daily basis. Emphasis should be
placed on the positive aspects of students' behavior and avenues
provided for recognition of good behavior. Lesley and Wayson(1983)
stated "In effective schools the principal stresses discipline,
rewarding positive behavior." It is also made clear in effective
schools, by the adminlstator to his staff, that time-on-task is a
grave concern. Teachers should stress to their students they are
expected to attend to the assignments they are given, as well as
stress the Importance of completing them.(26)
Murphy, Weil, and Ballinger (1982) supported the idea that "The
teacher's classroom practices establish for the students the concept
that excellence is expected and they, in turn, establish an
academiceLLly demanding climate in the classroom."(27) Strange (1982),
Gllmar and Knoll (1984), and Fisher (1980) addressed time spent in
Instruction and the Importance of utilizing this time for meaningful
learning and conditions that affect this learning. Student mls-
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behavior does Impact on the learning environment in a negative way,
causing every student to be negatively ^fected by it.(28)
JEi.gh.ayjLor_M9.djLfAcat^iP.n
Madsen and Madsen (1971) defined behavior modification as
"changing behavior by rewarding the kind you want to encourage and
ignoring or disapproving the kind you want to change. It is an
effective, oaring way to control behavior in school."(29) Perhaps the
magic word in this definition which should be singled out for all to
emphasize is "caring". When students misbehave in the classroom the
teacher may not, in many Instances, correct in a caring manner. The
tone of voice, the facial expression, and the body langueige in general
may elicit more of the misbehaving action Instead of ending it.
According to these authors, "Behavior is usually associated with
noisy, disruptive students and the behavior is the focus for improve¬
ment, not the child’s personality."(30)
The behavior of the students may not be the only action that
calls for improvement in the classroom. If the teacher's teaching
style has edlowed individual freedom to predominate, then we should
also seek to restructure the behavior of the teacher. A laissez-faire
environment invites the kinds of behavior problems which detract from
the learning atmosphere that is expected in schools. If disruptive
behavior is present in this setting, then the circumstances found
there are normal. Trying to change the behavior of the students
without addressing the behavior of the teacher would be futile.
Madsen and Madsen (1971) listed four steps that need to be addressed
when improvements in behavior are sought. These are: " (1) pinpoint;
(2) record; (3) oonsequate (set up consequences for); and (M) eval-
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uate."(31) Id order for Improvements to be made In students'
behavior, we must first make svu’e that the total blame lies with the
students.
Every student In a classroon Is assumed to understand the rules
of that olassroixt. Teachers usually outline rules for expectations
and behavior and the consequences for violating or breaking them. Any
rule or policy should leave room for the protection of the students*
self-esteem. Failure to do so will Incite more misbehavior on the
part of some students. Students must feel that they gain by observing
reasonable rules—a reward, Ginott (1972) stated that "The essence of
discipline Is finding effective alternatives to punishment. Whatever
generates hate must be avoided. Whatever creates self-esteon Is to be
fostered."(32)
Drelkurs (196^) suggested "The use of natural or logical
consequences for dealing with misbehavior (ex. a student missed
directions for an assignment because of tardiness.)" This places the
responsibility on the student. The behavior—tardiness—would have to
be changed and only the student can change It. He, In essence,
rewards himself by being on time or ceasing to be tardy to class.(33)
Curwln and Mendler (1980) defined a discipline problem as "a
situation or event in which the needs of the group or authority
conflict with the needs of an individual which Is a part of the
group." They outlined some causes of misbehavior as the following;
Wanting attention, being bored, wanting power or control
over others, feeling unfairly treated, not trusting adults
or other kids, experiencing school failure, being treated
like spoiled brats, having to prove something to friends,
fearing, feeling rejected and/or frustrated, having poor
nutritional habits, and biochemical or neurological
disorders.(34)
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Onoe again, finding the reason for the misbehavior and then
working to change or Improve it should be the solution sought.
A number of studies have been done over the years which aimed to
Improve unacceptable behavior. Many of these studies used rewards of
various kinds to change the undesirable or antisocl2d problem.
Hlngtgen, Sanders, and DeMyers (1965) trained several severely
disturbed children to press a lever to obtain rewards such as candy.
Gradually, the necessary behavior for reinforcement was shaped to
include active cooperation with another child: both had to press the
same lever alternately in order to obtain candy.(35) Azrln and
Lindsley (1965) conducted similar studies.(36) The studies, along
with others concluded that reinforcement contingencies were the
determining factors of behavior change. Wolpe (1973) defined positive
rein- forcement as "any state of affairs such as reward that serves to
Increaise the rate of responding. "(37) Klmmel and Kimmel (1970) and
Tomlinson (1970) experimented with curing enuresis and encopresls with
candy and cookies by rewarding the desired action for changing and
improving behavior. The pleasure received from earning rewards for a
desired response makes it applicable for students in the classroom to
improve behavior and also to increase attention span. A courteous
response from the teacher, a favorable nodding of the head, smiling,
patting or gently gripping the shoulder or head, stickers, smiling
faces, etc. all act as rewards for students to continue the per¬
formance or the desired behavior.(38)
When students disrupt the class by getting out of their seats,
speaking out, bothering others or the teacher, a label is applied to
those students, especially if it happens regularly. Most often, these
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students are said to be hyperactive. To teachers, the hyperactive
student is a constant thorn in the side. Some teachers demand that
parents place students on medication so that they can better control
their class. Birren, Kinney, Schaie, and Woodruff (1981) stated that
Excessive activity among some students is a rather common
complaint of teachers and parents. Careful observation of
such children indicate that they are no more active than
other children in a general sense. They are active at times
Judged inappropriate by adults, that hyperactivity is
inappropriate activity.(39)
Inappropriate activity may not be under the control of the
student. When this is the case, measures should be taken to properly
diagnose the problem. Whalen and Henker (1976) related "psycholog¬
ical problems such as attentional difficulties, dlstractibllity, and
Impulsivlty as being possible causes." Proper medical attention will
need to determine the cause of these behaviors.(40)
The teacher who is experiencing behavior problems in the class-
rocsn must look for the causes of misbehavior. To do justice to the
students, the teacher must also analyze his/her own behavior to
determine the role he/she might be playing. If the teacher does not
find personal addjustments that need to be Improved the concern can
then be turned to the offending student(s). Once the problem has been
singled out a method for correcting the undesirable behavior must be
established. Research has proven that rewards can serve this need.
The reward should be something that the student has a strong desire to
acquire. Once the established behavior has been gained, the rewards
must be gradually removed so that the students are then left with the
responsibility for their own behavior.
The studies discussed.have all addressed the need for concerns in
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as the behavior of the teacher, the climate within the classroom, the
visibility of the principal and the role he/she plays in the success
of schools and students, and demands of high expectations toward per¬
formance and behavior which are Just as important as the final outcome
of the students* growth. It is necessary for the administrator, the
community, and the teaching staff to understand the melding together
of aj.1 aspects of the school environment to make it conducive to the
meiximum growth and development of the students.
Teachers must be willing to address weaknesses they may possess
in knowledge, manageability, student expectations and the like. The
principals must be willing to assume the roles of instructional leader
as well as overseer of all facets of the school environment and the
population housed there during the day. Students must be made aware
of their respponsibility for their behavior and also their own aca¬
demic performance. The major job is everyone's responsibility and it
is never ending.
The studies cited dealt with teaching styles; teacher behavior;
student expectations, needs, and vailues; self-discipline; attention
span; and behavior modification. The implications of these factors
contribute to short attention and misbehavior which pose problems for




The purpose of this study was to determine if providing a
desirable route of physical exertion would improve student performance
and classroom behavior through increased attention span and decreased
aggressive behavior. Jogging tramps were purchased by the Parent-
Teacher Organizaton (PTO) and placed in the classrooms identified as
experiencing behavior problems. These classrooms were chosen be¬
cause of the large number of students teachers were having to dis¬
cipline regularly. The students had been verbally reprimanded by the
teachers and the administrator as well as spanked; placed in "time for
self"; parents had been called and also asked to come in for con¬
ferences; and sane even sent home for one, and on occasions, two days.
Teachers had used awards and praise, stickers, on occasions even ig¬
nored some of the disruptive behavior. It was evident that an al¬
ternative measure needed to be implemented to Improve attention and
disruptive behavior. One of the teachers used in this study was
teaching for the first time, one had returned to teaching after
several years of being out of the profession, and the others were
experienced teachers with a number of years of teaching experience.
One of the experienced teachers and the first yeeir teacher demon¬
strated a laissez-faire style of classrooa control, one exhibited a
strong authoritarian style and the remaining three were considered a
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mix of democratic and authoritarian.
The procedure used in this study is discussed under the headings
of population, instrumentation, data collection, and design and treat¬
ment.
Population
The population used in this study were one hundred and thirty
four first and second grade students in six classrooms. There were
three first grade classes with seventy one students and three second
grade classes with sixty three students. All students used in this
study attended a small early elementary school, grades E-2, in middle
Georgia. They were all members of classrocmis experiencing short at¬
tention spans and aggressive behavior. Students in the remaining
classes at the school were not Involved in this study, thus leaving
these teachers to continue to handle their classroom problems as they
had in the past.
Instrumentation
The teachers who were participating in this study were provided a
form for recording the needed information in this study. They listed
the number of students in their rocma who were discipline problems and
listed the kinds of problems encountered. Teachers also handed in at
the end of each week the slgn-on sheets that students signed when they
desired to use the joggers. A record was kept of those students who:
(1) caused disruptive behavior; (2) kinds of disruptive behavior; (3)
number and frequency of students using the joggers, and (4) a de¬
scription of the teachers* management experiences during the use of
the joggers. Teachers also noted the number of original students who
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oeased to pose a behavior problem, listing them In terms of decreased
numbers of students with problems at the end of each week.
Data C.bll$gti90
An explanation sheet was prepared and Issued to the teachers.
The Information outlined the purpose of the Joggers and the procedure
teachers and students were expected to follow. Students were told
that the Joggers would help them to use up energy and cillow them to
get more work done. They were also told using the Joggers would help
them to get along better with each other. A demonstration was given
to the students concerning the proper use of the Joggers as well as a
set of rules to follow. Students were told to watch the clock's
second hand and Jog until the hand went around one full time. The
teachers were given directions concerning the freedom students needed
In the use of the Joggers for the study (See Appendix A and B).
The students were provided a sign-on sheet when they desired to
use the Jogger. The teachers turned In these sheets at the end of each
week. Teachers recorded the number of students who were considered
behavior problems at the end of each week.
Teachers were instructed to note the following:
1. The frequency with which the Joggers were used daily.
2. The number of repetitions an Individual student made to
the Jogger during the day (a slgn-on sheet was
provided).
3. Any evidence of Increased attention span through the
completion of assignments.
4. The amount of physical and/or verbal aggression of
students toward each other, and problems needing to be
addressed.
5. Any improvement of classroom control.
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Design and Treatment
The use of percentage was selected as the method used to analyze
the data. The percentage of students off task'—-short attention span
and aggressive or disruptive behavior—-would be cited. A percentage
difference in the number of students causing behavior problems was
ccmtpared as followed:
1. Percentage of behavior problems prior to introduction of
the jogger.
2. Percentage difference between prior treatment and the
second week.





Conditions, Prior To The Experiment
Teachers reported that hitting, name-calling, disturbing others,
and incomplete assignments were problems they had to address regular¬
ly. The six classrocsa teachers reported on the week prior to use of
the jogger 3^ students hitting, 6 guilty of name-calling, 2 disturbing
others, and 19 falling to complete assignments. These were problems
causing most of the disruptive concerns for the teachers, (Table 1),
Generally, the information revealed that prior to the use of the
Joggers, 46 percent of the students in the first grade and 44 percent
of second grade students were causing classroom problems.
In classroom 1 with an enrollment of 25i 60 percent were off task
most of the day; of the 22 enrolled in classroom 2, 41 percent were
disturbing others; and in classroom 3 with 24 enrolled, 38 percent
posed daily problems. The teachers in each of these first grade
classes were considered to be experiencing some major problems with
students.
In olassroOTi 4 with an enrollment of 22, 50 percent of the
students were causing disturbances most of the day; classrocmi 5 with
an enrollment of 20 was experiencing 40 percent of students off task
or exhibiting aggressive behavior; and olasssroom 6 which enrolled 21
students was observing 43 percent of them off task most of the day.
The second grade teachers were also experiencing difficulties in
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TABLE 1
AVERAGE DAILY PROBLEMS PRIOR TO JOGGER USE BY CATEGORY
Problems Classrooms Total
1 2 3 4 5 6
Hitting 8 5 4 7 5 5 34
Name Calling 2 - 1 1 1 1 6
Disturbing Others - - - 1 1 - 2
Incompleted Work 5 4 4 2 1 3 19
Totad Problems per Class 15 9 9 11 8 9 61
TABLE 2
AVERAGE DAILY PROBLEMS PRIOR TO JOGGER USE BY NUMBER AND PERCENT
CLASSROOM ENROLLMENT NO. DISRUPTIONS PERCENT DISRUPTIONS
1 25 15 60
2 22 9 41
3 24 9 38
GRADE 1 71 33 46
4 22 11 50
5 20 8 40
6 21 9 43
GRADE 2 63 28 44
TOTAL STUDENTS 134 61 46
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classroom management. In the six classrocms conblned, teachers were
experiencing 46 percent of the students exhibiting short attention
spans and aggressive behavior. (Table 2).
Conditions At The End Of The First Week
At the end of the first week after Introducing the Joggers into
the six classrooms, teachers did not experience a decline In disrup¬
tive behavior. They reported the same problems and the same concerns.
The teachers believed the Joggers were causing more of a problem
because students wanted to watch others using it, crowd around while
It was In use, and attempt to be the next one on It.
The rules for using the joggers were explained again to each of
the classes. Students were shown, again, how to properly use the
Joggers. They were told to return to their seats and do more work
after they had finished. Students were also told, again, that the
Joggers would help them to burn up some energy, allow than to get even
more work completed and help them to get along better with their
classmates.
Conditions At The End Of The Second Week
The second week of the study experienced a marked change In the
behavior and performance of the students. Each teacher reported a
decline In the amount of aggressive acts students exhibited toward
each other. Students were beginning to spend more time on class
assignments, watching others on the joggers less, and fewer behavior
problems were being addressed.
Classroom 1 was now experiencing 44 percent of students dis¬
rupting; classroom 2 had declined to 23 percent; classroom 3 was down
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to 25 percent of the students causing problems; classroom 4 was now
experiencing 37 percent of students exhibiting disruptive behavior;
classroom 5 had decreased by 30 percent; and classroom 6 had reduced
to 29 percent. (Table 3)*
Classroom 1 experiencing 60 percent of the students causing
problems prior to the treatment was reduced to 44 percent at the end
of the second week. This was a 16 percent difference between the time
period. Classroom 2 experiencing 41 percent of the students causing
problems was reduced to 23 percent, a difference of 18 percentage
points; classroom 3 with 38 percent of students causing problems was
reduced to 25 percent, a difference of 13 percentage points; classroixa
4 experiencing 50 percent of the students causing problems was now
down to 37 percent, a difference of 13 percentage points; classroom 5
experiencing 40 percent of the students off task was now redced to 30
percent, a difference of 10 percentage points; and classroom 6 which
had experienced 44 percent of the students off task was reduced to 32
percent, a difference of 12 percentage points. (Table 4).
In sum, prior to the joggers, the three first grade classes were
experiencing 46 percent of the students causing disruptive behavior.
By the end of the second week, 31 percent of the 71 students were
involved in undesirable behavior. This was an improved difference of
15 percent. The 44 percent of the students who were exhibiting
inappropriate behavior prior to the use of the jogger in the three
second grades were now down to 32 percent, a difference of 12 percent
(Table 4). Teachers were now observing 22 students hitting, 5 name¬




AVERAGE DAILY PROBLEMS AFTER SECOND WEEK OF JOGGER USE
BY NUMBER AND PERCENT
CLASSROOM ENROLLMENT NO. PROBLEMS PERCENT PROBLEMS
1 25 11 44
2 22 5 23
3 24 6 25
Grade 1 71 22 31
22 8 37
5 20 6 30
6 21 6 29
Grade 2 63 20 32
Total Students 134 42 31
COMPARISON - PRIOE
TABLE 4






1 25 15 - 60 11 - 44 16
2 22 9 - 41 5 - 23 18
3 24 9 - 38 6 - 25 13
GRADE 1 71 33 - 46 22 - 31 15
4 22 11 - 50 8 •• 37 13
5 20 8 - 40 6 30 10
6 21 9 - 43 6 - 32 12
GRADE 2 63 28 - 44 20 - 32 12
TOTAL CLASSES 134 61 - 46 42 - 31 15
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TABLE 5
AVERAGE DAILY PROBLEMS DURING SECOND WEEK OF JOGGER USE BY CATEGORY
ProDlems Classrooms Total
1 2 3 4 5 6
Hitting 3 3 5 3 4 22
Name Calling 2 - 1 1 - 1 5
Disturbing Others 1 - - - - - 1
Incompleted Work 4 2 2 2 3 1 14
Total Problems per Class 11 5 6 8 6 6 42
TABLE 6
AVERAGE DAILY PROBLEMS AFTER THIRD WEEK OF JOGGER USE
BY NUMBER AND PERCENT
CLASSROOM ENROLLMENT NO. PROBLEMS PERCENT PROBLEMS
1 25 3 12
2 22 3 14
3 24 2 9
Grade 1 71 8 11
4 22 3 14
5 20 2 10
6 21 2 10
Grade 2 63 7 11
Total Students 134 15 11
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Conditions at the End of the Third Week
The third and final week of the study brought about more
Improvements in students' performance and behavior. Classroom 1 was
now experiencing only 12 percent of Its students causing problems;
classroom 2 decreased to 14 percent; classroom 3 had reduced to 9
percent. Collectively, Teachers at the first grade level were now
observing 11 percent of the students causing concerns. This was a 35
percent drop compared to the 46 percent prior to treatment. Classroom
4 bad decreased to 14 percent; classroom 5 and classroom 6 each had
only 10 percent of the students off task or causing disruptions.
(Table 6).
Collectively, the second grade problems had decreased to 11
percent, a percentage difference of 33. Three weeks of using this
form of mental and physical relaxation had reduced the behavior
problems students were causing dramatically. Eight students were
hitting, there were no reports of name-calling, 1 student wais
disturbing others and 6 were falling to complete all assignments.
Prior to using the Joggers, teachers in the six classrooms were
observing 61 student problems which were reduced to 42 after the
second week and finally, by the end of the third week, to only 15
students causing concerns. (Table 7).
Classrocm 1 experiencing 60 percent of the students causing
problems prior to the treatment was reduced to 12 percent at the end
of the third week. This was a 48 percent difference between the time
period. Similar evidence was noted for the other five classes.
Classroom 2 experieriencing 41 percent of the students causing
problems was reduced to 14 percent, a difference of 27 percenteige
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TABLE 7
AVERAGE DAILY PROBLEMS AFTER THIRD WEEK OF JOGGER USE BY CATEGORY
Problems Classrooms Total
1 2 3 4 5 6
Hitting 2 1 1 2 1 1 8
Name Calling - - - - - 0
Disturbing Others - 1 - - - - 1
Incompleted Work 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
Total Problems per Class 3 3 2 3 2 2 15
COMPARISON - PRIOR
TABLE 8






1 25 15 - 60 3 - 12 32
2 22 9 - 41 3 - 14 27
3 24 9 - 38 2 - 8 30
GRADE 1 71 33 - 46 8 - 11 35
4 22 11 •• 50 3 - 14 36
5 20 8 - 40 2 - 10 30
6 21 9 - 43 2 - 10 33
GRADE 2 63 28 - 44 7 - 11 33
TOTAL CLASSES 134 61 - 46 15 - 11 35
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points; classroom 3 vltb 38 percent of students causing problems was
down to 8 percent, a difference of 30 percentage points; classroom 4
experiencing 50 percent of students off task was now down to 14, a
difference of 36 percentage points; classroom 5 experiencing 40
percent of behavior problems prior to the study decreased to 10
percent, a difference of 30 percentage points; and classroom 6 which
earlier observed 43 percent of students causing behavior problems was
down to 10 percent, a difference of 33 percentage points
The first grade level which previously experienced 46 percent of
students exhibiting short attention spans and aggressive behavior was
Improved to 11 percent. Tho second grade level which experienced 44
percent of students causing classroom problems prior to the study was
now observing only 11 percent also. This was a percentage difference
of 35 percent for the first grade level and 33 percent for the second
grade group (Table 8 and Figure 1).
Other Findings
During the three week use of the Joggers in the classrooms, the
teachers reported an increase In the amount of ocmspleted assignments
for their students. They also noted that the number of trips to the
Joggers decreased for some of the students who had previously made
several during the day.
Some of the teachers also reported that the "newness” of the
Joggers soon wore off and their students spent less time on It and,
for the most part, no time observing others using It. It was also
apparent during the first day that the Joggers were In the classrooms,
that all students did not slgn-on to use them. It was anticipated that
a large number of slgn-ons would be found, especially durlrig the first
33
%
Prior to Jogger Second Week Third Week
Figure 1. Decrease in Classroom Problems Using Jogger
During Three Week Period of Project
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week. It Is possible that during the excitement, that the students
may have fogotten to slgn-on. It Is also possible that the teachers
were restricting the use of the apparatus, even though they reported
not doing so. It was found, however, that there was not a change In
students performance and behavior during the first week of the study.
It was observed that the teachers had made adjustments also In
the amnagement of their classes. The classroom which had been managed
In a lasslez-falre fashion was considered to be more structured.
Student behavior had Improved and better control was evidenced. The
authoritarian style classroom generated a more relaxed atmosphere and
the students were observed moving with freedom. The other four
classrooms also appeared calmer and better managed.
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CHAPTER V
SDHMARY, CONaUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
To explore the possibility of altering the short attention spans
and aggressive behavior of one hundred and thirty fom* first and
second grade students a Jogging tramp was introduced into six
classrooms. Percentages were used to compare the degree of classroom
problems prior to using the Joggers; to compare the second and third
weeks of use with the Joggers with problems prior to treatment; and,
finally, to compare the percentage difference of improvement between
the prior period and the third week.
■&umar.y.-gil.£An<il3ji&9
The results of this study indicated the following: prior to the
introduction of the Joggers into the classrooms, 46 percent of the 71
students enrolled in the three first grade classes and 44 percent of
the 63 students enrolled in three second grade classes were exhibiting
short attention spans and aggressive behavior problems. It was dif¬
ficult for teachers to maintain effective teaching due to the behavior
of these students.
At the end of three weeks, behavior problems were reduced to 11
percent for the first grade level, an improved difference of 35 per¬
cent. At the second grade level, behavior problems were reduced to 11
percent also, a difference of 33 percentage points. This was good




The design of the study was limited, therefore one does not have
the luxury of strong generalizations. With that caveat, the following
conclusions are offered:
1. It Is possible for an apparatus such as a Jogging tramp
to be used In classroom settings to relieve built-up
energy of primary students.
2. Students can be Instructed to use an apparatus such as
the Jogging tramp to alter their aggressive behavior
toward classmates.
3. Students can use a form of relaxation such as a Jogging
tramp to Improve and/or Increase their attention span to
classroom assignments, thus completing more work.
4. The use of physical exertion on the Jogging tramp can
assist teachers In maintaining effective teaching and
Improved classroom management.
Discussion
Studies about learnlng/teachlng styles, behavior modification
contingency management, and the other areas covered by literature
research led to the belief that the Jogging tramp would be bene¬
ficial. However, the tremendous drop In classroom problems was not
anticipated. Would the continued measui'es have a lasting effect? Did
Informing the children that use of the Jogging tramp would Improve
their behavior affect the outcome? This research effort of only three
weeks can not tell the final story. A longer period, perhaps a
longitudinal study of several years, might be necessary to test this
Item.
The Investigator had observed that the behavior of some of the
teachers experiencing management dlfflcltles were themselves. In some
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measure, precipitating some of the problems in their classrooms. This
was evident in those classrooms which lacked any control and also in
those with too much strictness. Even after discussions with the
teachers, they had failed to see how they played a part in students'
behavior.
The researcher did not originally Intend to note differences in
improvement among the classrocmis. However, the classrooms with
teachers exhibiting laissez-faire and strong authoritarian styles
experienced the largest percentage of Improvement in student behavior.
Those teachers did alter their manner of classroom control with the
advent of the Jogging tramps. To investigate how much and how
permanent such change, would call for further study.
It was mentioned above that some styles of teaching possibly had
negative effects on the behavior of some students. For the children
in such settings is it possible that the opportunity to release their
inner tension helped them to adjust to the authoritarian and
lassiez-faire situations? Again, more and careful study is needed.
The Jogging tramp allowed students to maintain self-direction in that
they decided when there was a need for either physical or mental
relaxation. This freedom of personal decision-making for using the
Jogger allowed them a sense of personal control in their behavior.
How would this Impact on future behavior when such Instruments were
not available?
For one classroom, the teacher was found to be using the Jogger
as an Instrument for punishment. This was discovered following the
second day of having it in the classrooms. She was reminded about the
purpose of the Jogger and the freedom that the students needed in its
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use
Teachers reported that some students needed longer than a minute;
this was allowed within reason.
iBPligatlpns
It is noteworthy as a result of this study to look at the
implioations obtained by the use of Jogging tramps for altering
students' behavior and performance. The young child has an Innate
need for physical movement. This same child, by nature, is known for
short attention spans to most activities. These activities may be
toys, books, crayons, television, records, bikes, and any number of
other Interests. Even though the activities may be interesting, the
child soon tires of them. His attention is then placed upon something
new and with a different pace. So that Just as quickly as the child
becomes Interested in something, his attention is suddenly focused
upon a different activity.
This knowledge of the natural operation of the child should also
be remembered in the classroom setting. Young students should be
provided a variety of activities which require a different pace so
that they will be able to escape, both physically and mentally for
revitalization. It is deemed that this needed escape will encourage
greater learning and retain students' interest longer. Children enjoy
activities which require them to move every part of their bodies.
This is normally impossible in a regular classroom. However, the
Jogging tramp could very well become the means by which physical
exertion for young students could be met. If it is possible for it to
serve this needed purpose for the good of the students, then it should
be an added feature in every classroom. This measure would also be a
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method that oould be used to allow students to be responsible for
their own performance and behavior.
Recommendations
As a result of this study It Is reccHsmended that:
1. The jogging tramp be used as a desirable and/or
favorable apparatus for the Improvement of students'
behavior In classrooms for the early elementary years.
2. The Jogging tramp be used as a means to allow students a
short period of relaxation to Increase attention spans
and thus complete more class work.
3. The jogging tramp be used throughout the school year so
that some behavior problems within the classroom might
be avoided.
4. A study be developed to involve more classrocans for
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DIRECTIONS: Please record the kinds of behavior problems you are
experiencing In your classroom each day and the number of students
related to each problem. Turn In one sheet to me at the end of
each week.
PROBLEM NO. OF STUDENTS
APPENDIX B
JOGGING RULES
You will be allowed to use the Jogging tramp whenever you need to
take a break from your seatwork. The Jogging tramp will help you to
do more work. It will help you to get along better with your
classmates.
Please follow the rules listed below.
1. Come to the Jogger and write you name on the sheet.
2. Take orf your shoes, get on and Jog,
3. Watch the second hand on the clock and stop Jogging when it has
gone Euround one full time.
4. Get off of the Jogger and go back to your seat and do more work.
5. Do not stand around the Jogger when someone Is on it.
6. Do not sit and watch someone on the Jogger.
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